
Cubans with sharp eyes and ears

By Roberto Morejón 

Extremists in the Florida peninsula are planning, according to several media reports, to carry out acts
against Cuba, in order to stir up the scene when the Caribbean archipelago is facing material difficulties
due essentially to the U.S. blockade.

One of the sources with reports in this regard is Razones de Cuba, a portal that denounces plans and
actions that disturb the order in the Caribbean nation.

With reference to the terrorist meetings in Miami, the indications point to the realization of acts of force in
the last months of 2023.

The revelations, according to U.S. sources, come from an entity calling itself the Patriotic Foundation,
which is committed to undertake armed actions against Cuba, in order to - they believe - subvert the order
at the end of the year.

Razones de Cuba identified Ibrahim Bosh, a member of the so-called Republican Party of Cuba, as a
fundamental part of the aforementioned terrorist group.

The conspirators, according to the sources, have weapons purchased in Central America and seek to
provoke incidents between Cuba and the United States.
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In view of the reports provided, analysts recalled that vandalism, the promotion of criminal acts and the
encouragement of violence are the tools of those in South Florida who live off extremism and profit from
what they call the "anti-Castro industry".



Undisturbed by U.S. authorities, such armed groups with visible training camps, take cover in a fierce anti-
Cuban campaign in social networks.

Master of Science Yuri Aguiar Luna published what he identified as a review of expressions of non-violent
struggle and non-conventional warfare methods against Cuba.

The author mentioned among the main manifestations of subversion against the Caribbean nation in
digital scenarios, in September, the questioning of foreign policy and the summit of the Group of 77 and
China, delegitimization of the government, manipulation of facts with emotional impact and insistence on
what they qualify as the absence of the U.S. blockade.

It should not be forgotten that the incisive campaign in the networks to present an anarchic Cuba is a
favorite instrument of special services and entities with a U.S. budget.

The Congress of that country admitted the granting in 2022 of more than 35 million dollars to subversive
programs headed by the State Department, the USAID (United States Agency for International
Development) and the NED (National Endowment for Democracy).

In the midst of what they try to present as platforms in use of freedom of information, a distorted image of
the reality of Cuba is drawn in the networks, which together with the real material shortages, would pave
the way for extremists to develop their paranoia.

Cubans, accustomed to having sharp eyes and ears, are alert.
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